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Abstract: Segmentation subdivides an image into its constituent regions or objects. The level to which the 

subdivision is carried depends on the problem being solved.  Color images can increase the quality of 

segmentation, but increase the complexity of problem. Genetic a l g o r i t h m s  are well  suited to 

optimizing complex problems such as image segmentation. This paper gives state- of –art of Genetic 
Algorithm based segmentation methods. We discuss the feasibi lity  of using genetic algorithms to 

segment general color images and discuss the issues involved in designing such algorithms. 
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I. Introduction 

Image   segmentation   is   the   foundation   of   object recognition and computer vision. segmentation 
is an  important  process  and its results  are  used in many  image  processing  applications.   However, 

there is no general way to successfully segment all images. Differing highly from grey scale images, the 

color segmentation usually has more complicated and time consuming algorithms and is controlled by larger 

set of parameters. A way of handling the complexity in color image segmentation is to use a directed search 

method,  such as genetic  algorithms.    Genetic algorithms, which mimic  the  process  of evolution,  have 

many  qualities that make them  well suited  to the  problem  of image  segmentation, such  as the ability  

to  forego a local optimum  to reach a global optimum[6] and the  ability  to efficiently find an  optimal  

solution from within  a large search space . 

The main uses of genetic algorithms in image segmentation are for the modifi cat ion  o f  

parameters in existing segmentation algorithms and pixel-level segmentation [15].  Various algorithms 

that success- fully apply genetic algorithms to image segmentation have been developed. Genetic algorithm 

(GA) is able to overcome many of the defects in other optimization techniques such as exhaustive techniques, 
calculus-based techniques, partial knowledge (hill climbing, beam search, 

Due to the generality of the genetic process, they are independent of the segmentation technique used 

requiring only a measure of performance, which is referred to segmentation quality, for any given parameter 

combination. We start by looking at the concept and importance of image segmentation and mention t h e  

requirements  for good image segmentation.  The implication of using color in image segmentation is 

explored and methods for  image segmentation are briefly discussed. Problems   with e x i s t i n g  i m a g e  

segmentation methods are mentioned.   Genetic algorithms are  then introduced and their suitability for 

use in image segmentation is examined.  We explore various applications of genetic algorithms t o the 

problem of  image segmentation.   Finally, t h e  feasibility of the use of genetic algorithms for  general 

color image segmentation is considered and design issues for such an algorithm a r e  discussed. 

 

II. Equirements For Image Segmentation 
Good    image segmentation meets certain requirements 
1. Every pixel in the image belongs to a region 

2. A region is connected: any two pixels in a particular region can be connected  by a line that doesn’t 

leave the region 

3. Each region is homogeneous with respect to a chosen characteristic. The characteristic could be 

syntactic (for example,  colour, intensity or texture) or based on semantic  interpretation 

4. Adjacent regions can’t be merged into a single homogeneous region 

5. No regions overlap 

 

III. Methods Of Image Segmentation 
Image segmentation is an old and important problem, and there are numerous  image  

segmentation methods.    Most of these methods w e r e  developed to be used on a certain c la ss  of 

images and there- fore aren’t general image segmentation methods [6] 

Bhanu and Lee [7] divide the image segmentation algorithms into three major categories: 
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1.  Edge Based 

2.  Region Based 

3.  Clustering Based 

3.1. Edge-Based Segmentation 

Understandably, an edge is a set of linked pixels lying on the boundary between different regions, where 

there are intense discontinuities such as gray change, color distinctness, texture variety and so on [6]. An image 
can be segmented by detecting those discontinuities. Based on this theory, there are two main edge-based 

segmentations methods: gray-histogram method and Gradient--based method. 

The key to a satisfactory segmentation result lies in keeping a balance between detecting accuracy and noise 

immunity [7]. If the level of detecting accuracy is too high, noise may bring in fake edges making the outline of 

images unreasonable; otherwise, some parts of image outline may get undetected. 

3.2 Region-Based Segmentation 

Edge-based segmentation partitions an image based on abrupt changes in intensity near the edges 

whereas region- based segmentation partitions an image into regions that are similar according to a set of 

predefined criteria. Thresholding, region growing, region splitting and merging are the main examples of 

techniques in this category [10]. 

Region growing joins neighboring pixels with similar characteristics to form larger regions.  
This continues until the termination conditions are met. Most  of the region  growing  algorithms   focus  

on local information, making  it  difficult  to  get  good global  results.    This m et h od  t e n d s  t o  

excessively merge regions, resulting in  under segmentation [7]. Region splitting and merging tries to 

over- come the weaknesses of region growing and region splitting by combining the two techniques.  

Initially the image is divided into arbitrary regions.  Region splitting and  region merging occur until the 

termination conditions are met [7]. 

1.3 Clustering Based Techniques 

 Clustering separates the image into various classes without   any p r i o r    knowledge.  This   

method   is based on the assumption that objects within each class should have a high degree of similarity,  

while those  in different  classes  should  be dissimilar.   It is considered an unsupervised image 

segmentation technique [12][14]. 

1.4 Genetic Algorithms 

Genetic a lgor i thm s  a r e  an optimization technique used in image segmentation. It mimics 

natural se- lection, allowing an algorithm to adapt. Solutions are represented by a population of 

individual chromosomes, usually represented as binary strings.  A chromosome i s  made u p  of genes, each 

of which can represent a particular characteristic.  Each  individual  in the  population is evaluated and  

given a  fitness  score  based  on  how well they  solve the particular problem.  The higher the individual’s 
fitness score, the greater t h e i r  probabi l i ty of breeding.  Breeding creates the next generation t h r ou g h  

crossover and mutation.  Crossover combines the chromosome of two individuals, creating a new individual 

which is unlike either of the parents.  Mutation, which  occurs  only  a  small  percent of the time,  

randomly  alters  a new individual’s  chromo- some.   Since the more  optimal  individuals  have a greater  

chance of breeding,  the population tends to evolve and reach an optimal  solution . 

 

Farmer and Shugars[15] divide the genetic algorithms  used for image segmentation into two major classes: 

1. Parameter selection, where genetic algorithms are used to modify the parameters of an existing 

image segmentation method to improve its output. 

2  Pixel-level segmentation , where genetic algorithms are used to perform region labeling. 

 

Most image segmentation methods have many parameters that need to be optimized, a n d  
therefore the first method  is used more often[8].  Many such methods are discussed, as well as a few 

methods employing pixel-level segmentation.  Modified genetic algorithms and hybrid genetic algorithms 

have also been used for segmentation. 

 

IV. Overview  Of  Ga  Based  Clustering Algorithms 
Cluster  analysis  is  a  technique,  which  is  used   to discover  patterns  and  associations  within  

data.   More specifically, it is a multivariate statistical procedure that starts with  a  data set  containing  

information  on  some variables and attempts to reorganize these data cases into relatively   homogeneous   

groups.   One   of   the   major problems  encountered  by  researchers,  with  regard  to cluster analysis that 
different clustering methods can and do  generate  different  solutions  for  the  same  data  set. What is needed 

is a technique that has discovered  the most `natural' groups in a data set. 

The research effort by Krovi R. was to investigate the potential feasibility of using genetic algorithms for 
the purpose of clustering [5]. 

4.1. Parameter Modification 
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 Most image segmentation methods have many parameters, constants and thresholds that need to 

be adjusted to produce optimal segmentat ion  results. This creates a  very large search space.   Since the 

parameters typically interact in complex and non- linear ways,  an  analytic  solution  is not  generally 

possible.   With  a reasonable  amount of computation,  genetic  algorithms  are  able  to  find good 

approximations of a  global  optimum  within  a  large search  space.  They a r e  t h er efor e  w e l l  

suited t o  problems involving parameter optimization.  Most of the applications of genetic algorithms to 
image segmentation involve the  optimization of various parameters[8] 

Bhanu  et al[8] pose  image  segmentation as  an optimization problem.   They define a general 

seg mentation method, whereby genetic algorithms are applied to the parameters of various wel l  known 

image segmentation methods.  They  advocate  the use of genetic  algorithms  to adapting  the  parameters 

of knows segmentation methods  in order to be applicable  to  general  images.   They used outdoor color 

imagery and adapted 4 parameters of the Phoenix  segmentation algorithm   with  genetic  algorithms.   

They had successful results, producing  high quality image segmentation with a reasonable amount of 

computation. Even though they perform well on outdoor scenes, these algorithms h a ve  not been proved 

to be able to cope with general images. The fact that these algorithms can be modified to adapt the 

parameters of other segmentation methods makes this method very promising. 

Zingaretti [9] propose  using  genetic  algorithms  in unsupervised  color image segmentation. This 

i s another case of parameters of an existing image s e g m e n t a t i on  method   being t un e d    by 

gen et i c  algorithms.  A key difference in this method is that it performs m u l t i -pass   thresholding.   
Different thresholds are adapted during ea ch  pass of genetic algorithms.  An important advantage of this 

method   over the p r e v i o u s  o n e  is that segmentation is performed totally unsupervised, without any 

manual segmentat i on .   It  also doesn’t  rely on any prior information regarding  the type of image that 

is being  processed  or the  task  for which  the  segmentation results  will be used.  This approach 

successful l y segmented a wide variety of images, with the exception of images that were highly 

textured. Pignalberi  et al[8] use genetic algorithms for the optimization of parameters in an image 

segmentation algorithm. In this case, they focused on range images, where a pixel is colored depending 

on the distance b e t w e e n  the object and a  sensor.    This method s e g m e n t s  out  sur faces of 3D 

objects, but  could be applied  to segmentation of 2D images. 

4.2. Pixel-Level Segmentation 

In pixel-level segmentation, genetic algorithms are used for region labeling.  A pixel is classed in a 
particular region depending on its characteristics [15]. Peng el al[11] take this approach. Each pixel in the 

image is represented by a chromosome, which is a region label. The  major  disadvantage  of this  method 

is that the number  of clusters  must  be  given  as an  input,   and  so can’t  be  an  unsupervised,   general  

approach.  Chun  and  Yang[11] take  a similar approach, but use a fuzzy fitness function. 

4.3. Modified Genetic Algorithms 

Gong and  Yang[9] represent the  image  and  the segmentation results by quad trees. In a similar 

way to Zingaretti el al they define a two pass sys- tem, genetic algorithms being used for optimization in 

both passes.  In the first pass, genetic algorithms are used to minimize an energy function.  In the optional 

second pass, a parameter defining how coarse or fine the segmentation is modified by genetic algorithms t o  

obtain op t i m a l   segmentation results. The chromosomes encode the quad trees, making it inefficient to 

apply the usual  crossover  and  mutation operations.  To cope with this, a new crossover method and three 

mutation methods are defined. 
 Aoyagi and Tsuj use  modified  genetic  algorithms  for pixel-level segmentation. They approach 

image segmentation as a feature clustering problem and  like Gong  and  Yang[9] use  an  energy  function  

as a fitness  function.   They found it difficult to get ideal segmentation using traditional genetic 

algorithms, and so introduced  four special types of mutation.  They also propose a new method for creating 

individuals  of  the population. The segmentation problems were formulated upon such images    as an 

optimization problem and  adopt evolutionary s t r a t e g y  o f    Genetic A l g o r i t h m s  f o r    the 

clustering of small regions in colors feature space. The present  approach uses k-Means unsupervised 

clustering methods into Genetic Algorithms, namely for guiding this last Evolutionary Algorithm in his search 

for finding the optimal  or  sub-optimal  data  partition,  task  that  as  we know, requires a non-trivial search 

because of its intrinsic NP-complete nature. To  solve  this task, the appropriate genetic coding was also 

discussed [13]. 

4.4 Hybrid Genetic Algorithms 

Grenfenstette[20] mentions  that genetic algorithms can be combined with local search 

techniques, creating a high performance search algorithm. The following are examples of successful 

implementation of hybrid  genetic algorithms for image segmentation. Genetic   algorithms   have b e e n  

c o m b i n e d    with other   evolutionary m e t h o d s    to t a c k l e  t h e  i m a g e  segmentation problem.   

Bhandarkar and  Zhang[6] combine genetic algorithms with simulated  annealing  based  techniques  - 

which  mimic  the  physical process  of cooling  -  to  approach   the problem  of grey-scale  image  
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segmentation.  They d o  this i s  an a ttempt  to get   rid  of the  weaknesses  of each class. This resulted 

in better performance than traditional g e n e t i c  algorithms. 

 

V. Applications Of Ga Based Clustering 
In   previous s e c t i o n , v a r i o u s  G A  b a s e d    clustering algorithms are studied.  This section 

provides discussion on few of applications of GA based clustering algorithms. Paper [14] shows application of 

a Genetic Algorithm to production simulation .  The simulation is treated as a detailed, stochastic, multi-

modal function that describes a performance statistic.  Authors tried to optimize (or at least improve) the 

performance of the system. A model of a real-world production line for printed circuit boards that has m a n y  

p r o d u c t s  a n d  m u s t    often b e  r e t o o l e d  o r  reconfigured was used. Since the product line is always 

changing, with half of the products turning over within a year,   the   job   of   configuring   and   fine-tuning   

the production line is never ending. 
 

VI. Conclusion 
The  capability  of  GAs  was  applied  to  evolving  the proper  number  of  clusters  and  providing   

appropriate clustering.  Many GA ba s ed  c l us t er i n g  algorithms are studied. Some are applied on small 

data set and some are applied on large data set. GA based clustering techniques can be  used  in many  

application  areas like  production simulation,  image   segmentation,  document  clustering, image    

compression,   gene   expression   analysis,   text clustering etc. GA was applied on Clustering algorithms like  

K-means  and  fuzzy  c-means   which  are  mostly distance  based  clustering  algorithms.  GA is yet to be 

applied to other clustering algorithm. 

The use of genetic algorithms in image segmentation shows promising results.   Genetic  

algorithms are a commonly  used  approach  to optimizing  the parameters  of existing  image  

segmentation  algorithms  The major decisions are choosing a method of segmentation to  which  genetic  

algorithms  will be applied,  finding a fitness function  that is a good measure  of the  quality  of image 
segmentation and finding a meaningful  way to represent the chromosomes. 
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